Penguin Class - Term 2 Topic Plan 2021-22
Maths

Topic

Numbers– Penguin class has been

This term 2 Penguin class pupils are going to learn

working very hard with numbers since

about several topics:

Term1, matching them, counting and

Our main topic for this term is going to be “My

using them during our maths song time

body” but we are going to enjoy lots of very

and math game time.

interested celebration topics, as “Bonfire night”,

Numicon: We think in Penguin class

“Diwali” and Christmas.

that Numicon system can help our

English
Sensory story- We will have a few
stories related with our topic like, Rita
and Sana, My body, Christmas story or
bonfire poems.
CVC words- Penguin pupils will be
working with some key CVC words
related with our topic.
Writing- Every Monday our pupils will be

pupils a lot, increasing their maths

experimenting different types of writing,

skills.

using their fingers, brush and pencils.

Design & Art
We will focus our art activities in

.Penguin.

PE
During our PE session, we always

our topics, so we will be able to

try to have lot of fun and we try

create diva lamps, make amazing

to have a very active session.

Rangolis, painting colourful fireworks,

We always start with a warm up

and making crafts related with

where we can explore different

Christmas time.

ways of movement, run, jump, walk
and this term we will explore how
music can make us feel in different
PHSE

Penguin class will be thinking about
different parts of our body. We will be
doing group activities where we will use
songs, stories and small videos, to show
to our pupils how to name some parts
of their body.

Wow days/ school visits:
Showcasing our Art creation to other
classes and families using our padlet class.

ways, sad, happy, calm.
In every session we will play games,
splitting our pupils in two different

Celebrating our Pupils’s achievements in

teams.

our class Assembly.

At the end of the session we will
have a relax time.

